## Circuit Diagram

### Components

- **PAC102**, **PAC101**, **COC1**
- **PAC201**, **PAC202**, **COC2**
- **PAC401**, **PAC402**, **COC4**
- **PAC601**, **PAC602**, **COC6**
- **PAC701**, **PAC702**, **COC7**
- **PAC801**, **PAC802**, **COC8**
- **PAC901**, **PAC902**, **COC9**
- **PAC1101**, **PAC1102**, **COC11**
- **PAC1201**, **PAC1202**, **COC12**
- **PACin001**, **PACin002**, **COCin0**
- **PACin101**, **PACin102**, **COCin1**
- **PACin201**, **PACin202**, **COCin2**
- **PACin301**, **PACin302**, **COCin3**
- **PACin401**, **PACin402**, **COCin4**
- **PACs01**, **PACs02**, **COCs**
- **PAD101**, **PAD102**, **PAD103**
- **PAGND01**, **COGND**
- **PAGND101**
- **PAL101**, **PAL102**, **PAL103**, **PAL104**, **PALin01**, **PALin02**
- **COL1**, **COLin**, **COLogo1**
- **PAPLT5BP01**, **PAPLT5BP02**, **PAPLT5BP03**, **PAPLT5BP04**
- **PAR102**, **PAR201**, **PAR202**, **PAR301**
- **COU1**
- **PAVIN01**, **COVIN**
- **PAVOUT01**, **COVOUT**
- **PAR101**, **PAR202**, **PAU103**
- **PAR501**, **PAR602**
- **PAU105**
- **PAR101**, **PAR202**
- **PAU104**
- **PAD103**
- **PAL101**
- **PAR1201**, **PAR1202**
- **PARs01**, **PARs02**
- **COR1**, **COR2**, **COR3**, **COR5**, **COR6**, **COR7**, **COR12**
- **COR1**, **COR2**
- **COR1**, **COR2**
- **COR1**, **COR2**
- **COR1**, **COR2**
- **COR1**, **COR2**
- **COR1**, **COR2**
- **COR1**, **COR2**
- **COR1**, **COR2**
- **COR1**, **COR2**

### Notes

- All text in this document is in English.
- All components are listed in order from top to bottom, left to right.
- The schematic is not to scale and should be used as a reference only.
- This document is not a final design and should be considered a work in progress.
- Texas Instruments and the Designers do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of this specification or any information contained therein. It shall be the responsibility of the user to determine whether the specifications, as written or as a part of any application, are suitable for your application or not for any particular purpose, or will operate in an implementation. It shall be the responsibility of the user to determine whether the device is production-quality. You should independently validate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.
*Initial named is **highlighted** on after final work. Font shall be 8 pt or more. Font shall be in the Label Table in the PDF schematic.

*These annotations are a **DO NOT** annotation. **CANNOT** be removed/modified.

*These annotations may be clean and here in-line. Any use of red clean only is not acceptable.

*These annotations shall only be annotated on the top edge of the device. Please remove annotations.
These sections are 100 centimeters 100 micrometers shall be avoided.

These sections must be clean and free from dust and all contaminants. Use of re clean dust is not acceptable.

Please note that the diagram and the text are not related and do not form a coherent document. The text appears to be a list of technical terms and codes, while the diagram seems to be a circuit diagram or technical drawing.
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